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AN ASSESSMENT OF COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY IN U.S. 
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS 

J~~rrs N. DANZICEK, KENNETH L. KRAEMEK and JOHN LESLIE KIN& 

URBIS Research Group. Public Policy Reacarch Organirat~on. 
University of California. lr\inc. CA 02717. U.S.A. 

Abstract- This paper prcscnts it broad. current asessment of the use and impacts of computers 
and electronic data processing in the larger municipal and county governments of the United 

States. It is based on cxtcnsivc data gathcrcd bj II major rcscnrch project which has involved 
both case-studlcs in forty cities and a large census surbey of urban local go\ernmcnts in cities 
with grater than 50.000 population and counties with greater than I WOO0 population. Three 
general themes arc cxplorcd: (1) the current ‘state-of-the-art’ of computer technology in local 

~ov~rnn~~~lt. including general profiles of the ~~~v~rl~rn~l~ts using FDP. the charucter-isttc adminis- 
trztive ~rr~~~~~ern~~~ts for providing the EDP function. and the types of uses to bvhich EDP 

has been applied: (2) the impact of computers on local governments. particularly in the areas 
of operational performance. coordination and control. and IOGII planning; and (3) critical issues 
currently facing local government in the elrective utilization of EDP. including development 

and m;magement of computer technology. technology transfer and privacy protectlon. 

URBAN areas throughout the world arc facing increasingly serious and complex prob- 
lems. Among these problems are deterioration of inner cities. fiscal crises. increasing 
incidence of poverty and crime, transportation inadequacies. and air and water pollution. 
These problems are taxing the operational and planning capabilities of urban govern- 
ments to the limit. Jn recent years. there has been hope that the ~lpplic~lti~?l~ of informa- 
tion technology, particlll~~rly computers, to urban rn~in~t~~rneiit might assist in solving 
these problems by improving the operations of government agencies and by providing 
improved data for management and planning [ 1.21. Indeed, the USC of computers in 
urban administration has grown steadily since its introduction in the 1950’s. 

Despite this rapid growth in the utilization of clcctronic data processing (EDP) by 
local governments. extensive study of tho impacts and outcomes of this tcchnolo~y 
has begun only recently. The lack of study has resulted in several interrelated problems. 
First, there has been little clear evidence that application of the technology has brought 
desired benefits. Second, there has been insufficient understanding of the causes behind 
‘successes’ and ‘failures” in achieving benefits from EDP use. Finally. there has been 
insufficient effort to generatc a reliable set of recommendations that suggest how local 
go~~ernnlents might avoid problems and capitalize on the potential benefits of EDP 
technology. 

This paper presents a broad, current perspective on a selected set of important topics 
relating to the use and impact of computers and EDP in the larger general purpose 
local governments in LJnited States cities and counties. Three general themes are 
explored: (1) the current ‘state-of-the-art’ of EDP in local government, including general 
profiles of the ~overnmcnts using EDP, of the cll~~r~lctcristic ~ldrniilistr~~tive ~trr~in~ements 
for organizing the EDP function. and of the kinds of uses to which EDP has hcen 
applied; (2) the impact of EDP on local governments, particularly on operational per- 
formance, on coordination and control. and on local planning; and (3) some of the 
critical issues currently facing local government in the effective utilization of EDP, in- 
cluding r~conlmendatiol~s for the rnan~~~en~~l~t of EDP and an evaluation of technology 
transfer. 

t Authors arc listed randomly to denote equal contribution 
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This paper is primarily bawl on dat:~ gathcrcd in a currunt rwxtrch project l\hich 
includes intcnsivc casu studies as well as ;I large census survey of gcnentl purpose loc;tl 
povcrnments in U.S. cities with prcatcr than 50.000 p~~pitl~ttit~tl and counties with grcatct 
than I ~)~).OO(~ pq’ulution.+ The paper attempts to sy thcsizc roscarch findings from thix 
project and from other recent studies of EDP in local governments. 

I. A GENERAL PROFILF OF C’OMPliTER I_!TILIZATION 
IN U.S. LOC‘AL C;OVF.RNMENTS 

Electronic computers wa-e first il~tr~~d~t~~d into U.S. local govcrntncnts in the IWl’s. 
Since that time. their Lttili~~tti~~il has grown continuously. Computers wc~~c first adopted 
by larger locul governments and, over time. by tnedium and smaller governments Ibt 
handling routine operations. particularly in the finance function (e.g. hilling. payroll). 
Since the Iinuncc unit was usually the major user. the ~~~rnptttill~ operation \v;ts nftcn 
locatctd in that departmenL As EDP applications have expanded into other local govcrn- 
tnent functions, the computin, 0 operation has tended to tnow into an independent EDP 
department. Curt-ently. most local government E!DP usage rctnuins in relntivcly stt-aight- 
forward iIif~rt~~tti~~t1 ptwcessin, u uctivitics, hut there arc si~t~~~~~t~lt ~~p~rin~~tlts with more 
sophisticated applications. 

~~~~.~~~~7~ USC’ c$ EDP. In gc1w~11. USC of EDP is relntcd to the six of the lucnl govcrn- 
mont, as measured by populalion (Table 1 ). The larger the local govcrnmont. the grcatct 
the likelihood of EDP use. Over one-half of all cities with more than 25.000 in popuia- 

tion currently LISA EDP. And tnore than 90 pet- cent of the larger cities and counties 
(p~~pul~~ti~I1 greater than 100.00~) use EDP. 

Politica/ tr/trl .soc,io-(‘c,ortorrlic c,/trri.rrc.toi,sli~,,~ c$’ IIS~V~.S. F,DP has so cxtcnsivcly penetrated 
the larger local govcrttmcnts that it is diflicult to genctalizc about the unique political 
and socio-economic charnctcristics of EDP users. It is possible. howcvet-, to chnractcrizc 
those local ~~~~rtlrn~ilts which have ‘more dcvcloped’ EDP 141, ‘Mot-c developed’ EDP 
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is a relative measure based on a higher level of investment in EDP, an earlier adoption 
decision, a greater number of automated applications. and more sophisticated appli- 

cations. The local governments with more developed EDP tend to be in environments 
with larger populations, larger proportions of higher socio-economic strata, and in the 
Western or Southern regions of the U.S. Internally. these governments are more likely 
to employ structures and practices associated with a professional management orien- 
tation to government (e.g. an appointed administrative officer and measurable program 
objectives). Interestingly, these governments have neither greater nor fewer financial 
resources than comparable governments with ‘less developed’ EDP. 

P~~ttrrns c?f EDP doptio~ in Ioml gorerrzmrr~ts. Decisions by local governments to 
adopt EDP have increased continuously since introduction of the technology. The larger 
governments adopted the technology first, followed by governments in successively 
smaller population groups at lags of about 5 yr. Cities adopted the technology earlier 
and more rapidly than counties, leading the counties by about 5 yr overall. The ‘take-off’ 
period for most large cities began in the mid-fifties. for medium-sized cities in the late 
1950’s and for smaller cities in the early to mid-1960’s. Both medium-sized and smaller 
cities experienced a rapid rate of adoption. The ‘take-off’ period for most large counties 
began in the early 1960’s, for medium-sized counties in the mid-1960’s and for small 
counties in the early 1970’s. The rate of adoption in counties has been quite rapid 
in both the large and medium-sized counties, which appear to be overtaking the larger 
counties. The period of greatest overall growth among all governments has been since 
1970. While the larger governments have required about 20 yr to adopt the technology 
fully, the medium-sized and smaller governments appear to be adopting the technology 
more rapidly. Local government adoption patterns approximate the logistic curve which 
often characterizes the diffusion of a technical innovation (Fig. 1). Thus, the data suggest 
that smaller governments will continue to adopt computing at a high rate until they 
approach the level where nearly all have adopted. 

In part, these adoption patterns are a function of broader awareness of and acceptance 
of the utility of EDP for local government operations. In addition, the capabilities 
of the technology have expanded and the relative costs of hardware have decreased, 

Betor. 
1956 I960 1965 1970 1975 

Fig. I. Cumulative percentage of US. cities and counties utilizing computers. based upon only 
those governments tndicating year of adoption. ober all responding governments. N = 1063 

cities and 400 counties. 

.‘This estimate is based upon only those governments that responded and does not include 
those that were automated but did not answer. For cities over 50,000 and counties over 100.000, 
the number of governments using computers is based upon only cities and counties having 
u-house computers; ctties and counties with serbicc bureaus. regional installattons or other 
outside sources were not included. For the smaller cities and counties, all sources of computing 
were included. Thus, the estimates tend to be low for the larger governments and high for 
the smaller governments. 



making EDP adoption increasingly feasible and attractive. especially for smaller govern- 
ments. The first and second gcneration computers of the late 1950’s and early 1960’s 
were churacterizcd by expensive, large-scale batch-processing systems. By the mid-1960’s. 
the extcnsivc time-sharing capabilities and the more sophisticated peripherals of the 
third generation machines were prevalent. Advancements during the late 1960’s and 
early 1970’s included a relative reduction in cost. more sophisticated software such 
as data base management. sophisticated communications and teleprocessing systems. 
and the introduction of smaller. less eupcnsivc minicomputers. 

O~.~urli_rrtio/ltrI ~II’I’(III!~C’III(‘IIIS $1,. ~~~risio~~ c?f’ EDP. There are sew-al arrangements 
whereby local governments obtain computin, ~7 capability: in-house computer operations, 
outside sorvicc bureaus, private management of a government-owned facility. or the 
inter-govet-nmciital sharing of a jointly-owned facility. Some governments USC a combina- 
tion of these arrangements; but two forms predominate, depending OII the sile of the 
local government. 

Larger govcrnmcnts generally utilize a single. in-house. ccntralizcd installation (Table 
2). Equipmcnt is visually leased or rented rather than purchased. III most large govern- 
mcnts. the computer operation is located in a11 independent EDP department. In some 
governments, another computer is operated by an individual user department. Appli- 
cations tend to bc developed in-house by analysts in either the EDP unit or user depart- 
mcnt: but other application sources arc also used. including consultants. computer 
mnnllfrlcturcrs, software vendors. and other public agencies. 

In contrast, the governments below 50,000 population show a stronger tendency to 
procure computing from outside sources. Among those small local governments that 
do in-house computing. most have a single centralized computer. It is purchased rather 
than Icased and is located in the finnncc or controller’s department. However, smaller 
local governments (especially the smallest ones) make substantially greater IISL’ of outside 
SOLID-cc‘s for provision of EDP services. Usually thcso outside sources arc w-vice bureaus. 
although some governments utilize regional installations shared with other governments. 
OnI! one-fourth of the smallcr local governments develop most automated applications 
in-house. Their applications tend to bc designed by outside sourws. primarily by manu- 
facturers. consultants. and scrvicc bureaus. 
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Table 3. Per cent of US. cities and counties now making or planning a change in EDP arrangements 

Per cent of governments mdicatmg a change 

Leaders (. .) indicate not reported 

orientation and greater user orientation of computer services. Over the last decade, 
the trend has been to remove control of computer operations from the finance depart- 
ment and to institute a separate EDP department directly under the control of the 
chief appointed and/or elected official. Moreover, the number of EDP installations in 
operating departments also has increased markedly during this time. These structural 

changes can be interpreted as attempts to enhance the responsiveness of EDP services 
to non-finance users, particularly to the top managers’ definition of the needs and priori- 
ties for EDP use and to their growing awareness of the potential of automated informa- 
tion systems as management tools. 

(b) Instability of EDP operations. EDP operations in the larger U.S. local governments 
are characterized by a surprising level of instability (Table 3). In particular, there are 
frequent major changes in computer equipment. During the last 2 yr, over two-thirds 
of the local governments reported a change in generation of the computer mainframe, 
a change in the mainframe vendor, or a substantial change in the central processing 
unit core size. These hardware and equipment changes generate other changes, including 
conversion of existing programs, staff retraining, and modification of data collection 
procedures. 

Other important sources of instability are changes in data processing management 
and frequent changes in development priorities for new applications. Many of these 
changes are unplanned and, apparently, unanticipated. Data processing managers report 
that they expect changes in most categories about as often as in the recent past, except 
with respect to the management of the computing operation (that is, their own job!). 
The present pattern seems the most reliable predictor, and thus it is likely that the 
current high level of instability will continue.? 

The state of’ infkwnation technologrj 

EDP resources 

Although the proportion of local governments using EDP is high, the 1ez;el of the 
EDP operation, when measured by the level of expenditure, staff size, and computer 
capacity, varies considerably among local governments. These measures of resources 
allocated to the EDP operation can be summarized briefly.1 

Expenditure. Local governments, on the average, spend about 1% of their total operat- 
ing budgets on EDP. with larger governments spending a greater proportion of their 
budget than smaller governments (Table 4). In every population category, cities’ average 
total expenditure on EDP is greater than counties’; but counties spend a greater share 
of their budget on EDP than do cities. This might be accounted for by the fact that 
county governments. relative to city governments, normally provide more large-scale 

t It is important to note that the smaller local governments exhibit considerably less instability than the 
larger governments. Field research suggests that these instabilities are a function of the government’s length 
of EDP utilization (rather than of size or of the nature of current technology). Thus it might be that the 
smaller governments will experience increasing instability. 

$ More extensive presentation of these data is found in Kraemer or al. [S] and Matthews rt al. [6]. 



record-keeping serciccs (services such as voter registration lists, property tax assessment 
files, welfare and health care records) that are facilitated by automated applications. 
Also. the geographic spread of counties might make EDP attractive as a tool for intcgrat- 
ing county functions and for facilitating the use of data by operating units that arc 
geographically dispersed. 

These comparative figures arc based cm direct EDP expcnditurcs. If EDP-rclatcd 
expenditures in user dcpnrtmcnts and in management arc included. the actual cost 01 
EDP might account for 2- 3”,, of total expcnditurc. In the governments survcycd. about 
40”,, of the expenditures for EDP relate to equipment with the bulk of spending allocated 
to stall and softwrc. 

EDP sr~rff si:c. Pcrsonncl in the EDP department comprise. on the average. about 
I .O”,, of the total local government employees in cities and about 0.3”,, in counties. 

About one-fourth of the total EDP staff are analysts and programmers. As one might 
expect. the average number of EDP stall’ is directly related to government size. It is 

noteworthy that about one-fourth of EDP staff have been dccentralircd to user depnrt- 
ments in the local governments survegcd. 
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Computw capacity? Computing capacity is closely related to government size and 
level of expenditure for EDP. Larger local governments often have more than one 
large mainframe, have large core capacities in their machines, and utilize time-sharing 
extensively (Table 5). However, the greatest proportion of local governments have only 
one mainframe, with small or medium core capacity and with batch computing. This 
limited capacity indicates that most governments cannot provide interactive data pro- 
cessing and probably cannot service more than a few departments in the local govern- 
ment with extensive applications. 

EDP applicutims 

In terms of total number of applications that are automated, larger governments 
tend to be much more extensively automated than smaller governments, particularly 
in counties (Table 5). The largest cities and counties average more than 45 different 
functional activities (from a list of over 250) that have currently automated applications. 
The average number of operational applications in the small governments is quite low, 

although there is substantial variation. It is evident that the use of EDP has penetrated 
the operations in moderate-sized city governments much more broadly than in the 
equivalent-sized counties. Although different governments have somewhat different func- 
tional responsibilities, it is valid to conclude that, in general, larger governments and 
city governments are more extensively automated. 

Figure 2 examines the level of complexity rather than the sheer number of automated 
activities in local governments. The majority of EDP applications involve the automa- 
tion of routine tasks--about three-fourths of all automated applications can be classified 
as ‘information processing tasks’ which do record-keeping or calculating/printing.? The 
remaining applications are distributed among the more sophisticated tasks involving 
record searching, record restructuring. sophisticated analysis. and process control. There 
is substantial similarity in the relative frequency of each type of information processing 
task for cities and counties. 

A third method to characterize the EDP applications of local governments is to 
examine the number of applications in various functional areas. The largest number 
of automated tasks is in the area of accounting and financial control. Figure 3 character- 
izes the level of automation both within and between functional areas of local govern- 
ment. The vertical scale in the figure (‘commonality’) indicates the percentage of local 

Clttes Countfes 

Sophfstlcated 
analytics 1, / 

Process Sophlstlcated 

/ 

Process 
control analytics \ cant ro I 

Fig. 2. Per cent of total operational computer applications in U.S. cities over 50,000 and counties 
over 100.000, by type of information processing task. Parenthesized numbers are the number 

of applications. 

t This system of classifying information processing tasks in described in Danziger 171. 
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governments that have applied EDP to a specific function. The horizontal scale (‘inten- 
sity’) indicates. for each specific function, the average number of automated applications 
per site in those cities and counties with at least one application in that functional 
area. Thus location higher in the figure reflects a functional area where EDP has been 
widely utilized across many local governments and location further to the right in the 
figure indicates a function which tends to be relatively more intensively automated. 

In both city and county governments, it is the finance and police functions that 
are most commonly and intensively automated. The assessment function also shows 
a high level of automation in counties and in those cities which perform assessment. 
Certain record-keeping functions, particularly personnel and purchasing records, reflect 
high levels of EDP application. EDP use is also high for some record-keeping functions 
that are usually the responsibilities of counties, such as voter registration and administra- 
tion of the court system. And in those sites (again. usually counties) where public welfare 

activities have been automated, the number of EDP applications is quite high. Among 
city functions, moderate levels of EDP use are found in the area of utilities. 

Generally, the data in Figs. 3A and 3B suggest that the primary emphasis of EDP 
use in local governments has been on the revenue-producing and expenditure-controlling 
activities, on some administrative housekeeping activities. and on police activities. In 
other words, the technology has been applied primarily to facilitate activities of an 
administrative and social control nature. Moreover. it appears that EDP primarily serves 
local governments in the performance of internal bureaucratic tasks. To this point. 
there are relatively few applications of automation to functions that deal directly with 
planning and maintaining the physical environment or with providing human services. 

Over the next 2 years, applications most commonly scheduled for development are: 
revenue and expenditure forecasting; cash control; expenditure monitoring; police ser- 
vice and facility planning; and police manpower allocation. 

II. THE 

Owwielt 

As indicated above, 

IMPACT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

ON LOCAL ADMINISTRATION 

EDP in U.S. local governments primarily helps local government 

bureaucracies perform internal operations. To this point, there are very few computer- 
based applications that provide direct information or direct service to citizens.+ With 
the exception of a few applications (e.g. health and welfare information and referral 
systems), the most direct contact most citizens have with local government computing 
is through the mail (e.g. utility and tax bills, voter notification). 

Given this minimal impact of automation on direct service delivery to citizens, the 
question of impacts is best considered in another form: has EDP provided more timely, 
useful. comprehensive, and accurate information to local government employees and 
thereby enhanced their ability to make good decisions, maintain efficient operations, 
and deliver government services? The answer to this question is complicated. It is often 
extremely difficult to obtain consistent or clear measures of improvements in the ‘value’ 
of local government’s activities. 

We can begin to answer this question by considering the judgements of chief executives 
in city and county governmentsl Although the chief executives offer only one evaluation 
of EDP impacts on local government, their perspective is the most comprehensive of 
all local government personnel. This section discusses the chief executive’s evaluation 
of EDP impacts on operations. local government management. and-local planning. These 
findings are based on questionnaire responses from about go’?? of the chief executives 

t Those applications which do exist are highly experimental and usually involve other information tcchnolo- 
gies. such as two-way cable communications. wherein the computer technology might he a small part of 
the total application. 

1 Chief executives include city managers. mayors, county administrative officers and county hoard chairmen. 
Complete discussion of the chief executive’s views is presented in Kraemer ct cd. [8]. 



in the U.S. cities greater than 50.0(K) in population and counties greatct 
in population. WC integrate these views with our own appraisal. based 
field research. 

than I00,000 

on extensive 

The generally favorable attitude of chief executives toward EDP is indicated by the 
fact that 95”,, of them agree that the computer will bccomc more essential to govcrnmcnt 
operations in the future (Table 6). But their evaluation of current impacts is more 
ambivalent. A common rationale for obtaining computers has been the argument that 
EDP use enables a government to accomplish its functions with smaller staffs and 
lower costs. According to chief executives, this beneficial impact has not materialized. 
Fewer than one-third of the cxccutives feel that computers have reduced staff for the 
operations to which thq have been applied. Similarly. fcwcr than ;I third feel that 
computers have cffectcd reductions in costs were applied. It is cleat- that EDP has 
facilitated cost and staff etficiencics in some cases. One obvious instance is where auto- 
mation reduces the number of personnel needed to perform routine clerical tasks. such 

as calculating charges and printing bills. Also. computers can enable ;I government 
to avoid greater costs. For example, real property can be appraised at mot-c frequent 
intervals alid without hiring additional staB by using computcri/ed regression analysc~ 
to estimate property values. 

While there have been some stafl’;cost reductions ;md avoidance, chief cxccutivcs do 
not feel that this widely claimed benctit of computing has been rcalizod. Why not’! 
The answer seems to lie in the problematic relationship between EDP use and ;t local 
government’s overall cost and stalT situation. Although the computer c;tn eliminutc the 
need for certain clerical personnel, automation itself crcatcs ;I demand for technically- 
trained personnel both in the EDP function and user dcparlments. IJsually. the displacc- 
tnent of lower-paid clerks is oRset by the riced to hit-e higher-paid EDP technicians 
or user professionals. Mot-cover. clerks continue to be required for data entry. In fact. 
automation often stimulates the collection and entry of rrtlrlitio~ttrl data. requiring c\en 
more data entry personnel. Also, it has been common for local governments to climinatc 
displaced personnel by natural turnover and retirement. In SUCII casts. the impact 01‘ 
computerization is unclear. and there are additional short-run costs during the period 
when both the EDP operation and the excess staff are maintained 17. 91. 

The clearest favorable impacts of EDP on operational performance have been in 
the automation of three kinds of applications. The first involves applications that rcqulre 
the processing of very large or complex files. such x5 land p:trccl records for taxing 
purposes. customer utility accounts for billing purposes, or tratlic ticket files for following 
up on fines. The second involves applications that I-quit-c the frequent search and updat- 
ing of files. such as wxnted pa-sons files or stolen vehicle lilts in lau cnforccnietit. 
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The third involves applications where geographically dispersed locations need rapid 
access to centrally stored information, such as neighborhood health and social service 

centers that need immediate access to centralized client records. In these areas, comput- 
ing probably has resulted in cost savings or cost avoidance, in improved information- 
handling related to service delivery or revenue-generation, in staffing efficiencies, or 
in all three. Thus despite the ambiguity of specific service delivery benefits from EDP 
use. over XO”~, of the chief executives agree that computers have in some way increased 
the speed and ease of government operations where they have been applied. 

Impacts of EDP on the capabilities of the government for coordination and control 
can be classified according to impacts on integration of governmental functions, on 
the relationship between supervisors and staff personnel, and on management decision 
making and control. 

Ifltrgrvztion qf’ ~~owrnmrntul jkctions. It has been postulated that EDP operations 
would tend to increase communication and coordination among the different depart- 
ments within the organization [lo, 111. About one-half of the chief executives feel that 
interdepartmental cooperation has improved since the introduction of EDP, whereas 
fewer than 15”,, feel it has not (Table 6). The large number of undecided executives 
indicates that the impact of EDP on interdepartmental cooperation might be ambiguous 
or difficult to assess. 

Sul?c~‘.ziso~/.stL!~ relationships. Another common prediction about EDP’s impact on 
organizations has been that it would alter the relationships between staff personnel 

and their supervisors. primarily by improving the ability of a supervisor to monitor 
subordinates [ 10, 1 I]. Chief executives generally do not believe this has happened (Table 
7). However. it is likely that subordinates would be more sensitive to this impact of 
computers than the top executive. Evidence from URBIS field work indicates that subor- 
dinates do feel they are being more closely supervised where their superiors have access 
to computer-generated workload statistics. Such situations are most apparent among 
patrol officers and detectives in police, welfare workers, and health service personnel. 

Munugment decisiorl rnakirn~ ad cor7trol. A most interesting predicted impact of EDP 
on organizations was that it would greatly improve management’s capabilities for deci- 
sion making and control by increasing the quantity, quality, and timeliness of useful 
information [2, lo]. The great majority of local government chief executives agree that 
EDP generally has increased the amount of helpful information available for manage- 
ment decisions (Table 8). But most of the chief executives also believe that much of 
the potentially useful data currently gathered by their governments is not organized 
in ways that facilitate its use. In those sites where top management frequently receives 
information or reports based on computerized information, chief executives tend to 
perceive more favorable impacts from computers on decision making, operational per- 
formance, and administrative control [12]. Much of the improvement from automated 
information systems in these governments seems to result from the manager’s increased 
capability to capitalize on the available decision data already existing in operational 
files. By use of aggregated information on government operations and by use of excep- 

Table 7. U.S. city and county chief exrcutlve’s beliefs about the im- 
pact of computers on the supervision of subordinates 
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tion reporting systems, many managers feel they have been able to improve their control 
over the operational activities of certain departments, over the personnel assigned to 
different tasks, and over budgeting, expenditure and cash flow. 

Computers might provide assistance for three kinds of planning activities: modeling 
the dynamics of the urban environment. monitoring change in the environment, and 
estimating the effects of specific government interventions in the environment. 

The construction of elaborate computer-based models, particularly simulations, for 
predicting future conditions and for evaluating urban development alternatives is appeal- 
ing. This kind of computerized urban planning assistance is uncommon in the United 
States today, although much experimentation with urban models occurred in the 
1960’s [ 13 -- 161. Three factors operate against successful implementation of such modeling 
as a useful tool in urban planning. First, the models themselves are often complex 
and involve many conceptual and methodological problems. Second. acquiring and main- 
taining reliable and valid data for the large-scale models is a costly task and is usually 
beyond the scope of a local government’s continuing data collection activities. Third. 
such models. while useful to professional planners, typically have little overall impact 
in planning decisions. The planning process in most U.S. local governments is highly 
political and involves interactions among many competing interests, Thus, the results 
of any mode1 tend to be only one of many critical factors in decisions about comprehen- 
sive planning. 

Currently. the monitoring of environmental change is a mot-c promising kind of com- 
puterized planning assistance. and it is occurring in some U.S. local governments. In 
these applications, EDP can provide the analyst or planner with the ability to gather 
data on a number of relevant variables, to construct social indicators from these data, 
and to measure and assess the changes in these factors over time. For cxamplc, such 
a system might be used to evaluate patterns of demographic change in order to identify 
areas of need for the location of future municipal service facilities. 

The third kind of computerized planning assistance is the most common in local 
governments today. It involves the use of operational models to cstimatc the possible 
short-range effects of proposed or anticipated changes. Applications of this kind arc 
illustrated in routing roads and utility corridors. scheduling public transportation, cxa- 
mining the impacts of alterations in local revenues and expenditures. and anticipating 
demands on municipal utilities such as water and electricity. In general. computeriLed 
planning applications. particularly the more modest ones, will be increasingly utilized 
as more sophisticated software diffuses to local governments and personnel gain confi- 
dence in its use and results. 
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III. CRITICAL ISSUES FACING LOCAL GOVERNMENTS IN 
THEIR UTILIZATION OF INFORMATION TECHNOf_OGY 

A number of important problems and issues relate to the ongoing utilization of EDP 
by local governments. These issues involve the development and management of EDP. 
the sharing of the technology, and the response to privacy and security concerns. 

Given the increasingly high percentage of U.S. local governments using computers. 
the question facing local government policymakers is no longer whether ‘to adopt 

or not to adopt’. Rather, the key questions concern the rate and nature of EDP develop- 
ment, in terms of expansion of automated activities, upgrading of hardware and software. 
and anticipation of the changes caused by development. 

The pressure to expand the range of automated activities is persistent, due to the 
inertial and almost endless dynamic of the EDP ‘development phase’. In fact, the data 
processing installations surveyed report that. on average. their government has 6.0 auto- 
mated applications ‘currently under development’. Remarkably, they report over 23 ad- 
ditional applications which are ‘planned for development within the next 2 years’ 1171. 
While the feasibility of rapid development of as many automated applications as (on 
average) are currently operational is problematic, these figures suggest the expansionist 
perspective in many local governments. Given the ambiguous character of EDP impacts, 
it may be sensible for local government to counter the question ‘what should be done 
next‘?’ with the question ‘should anything be done next?’ At least, it appears local govern- 
ments will benefit from considering a range of alternative approaches to the design 

or re-design of an automated task. 
Development decisions are often justified on the basis of cost-benefit analyses. But 

local government EDP operations are quite difficult to evaluate in terms of costs and 
benefits because most generate public goods to which no ‘market price’ can be attached. 
And the attempt to undertake a cost-benefit analysis of the use of EDP on some func- 
tional task is particularly difficult [IS, 191. On the benefit side, placing a monetary (or 
any quantifiable) value on such outcomes as ‘improved police protection’ or ‘more accu- 
rate government records’ is quite problematic. Similarly, on the cost side, there are 
problems in correctly accounting for costs in a complex, time-shared technically sophisti- 
cated. and ‘lumpy’ resource like the computer and the staff supporting it. While some 
sort of cost&benefit calculus is advisable when making reasonable development decisions, 
decision makers often seem insufficiently sensitive to the slippery nature of cost&benefit 
estimates and the effect of biases in the estimators. 

A final concern in the development of EDP stems from extraordinary development 
costs which result from instability in EDP operations. Unplanned changes, such as 
a sudden change in top EDP management, almost always generate substantial costs 
across the range of EDP services. Planned changes, such as the upgrading of computing 
equipment, new applications development, and the reorganization of the EDP operation, 
can be anticipated and possibly counteracted. But even such ‘limited development 
changes tend to have disruptive effects on a wide range of otherwise stable arrangements 
within the EDP operation. between EDP and users. and in users’ own activities. The 
cudatiw effects of these planned and unplanned disruptions in the data processing 
environment create costs that can reduce the level of ‘net benefit’ calculated for the 
implemented version of any single system or change. 

A4nnuyiny ir@wwtion tcxhrdo~gy. The discussion of development and instability relat- 
ing to EDP suggest that EDP is not only a problem-solver, but also a problem-genera- 
tor.? The key to successful utilization of EDP, it appears. is continual management 
attention and control. In particular, it is clear that top decision makers should take 
an active role in critical decisions abbut EDP development. Yet the data show that 

t This idea was first articulated by Rob Kling of the URBIS Research Group. 



to the extent chief cxccutives arc involved in EDP decisions. they tend to concentrate 
on equipment decisions [X]. This is somewhat ~ln~ierst~nd~~blc. given the cost and visihi- 
iity of such decisions. But it is decisions relating to dcvck~pmcnt priorities that most 
critically affect the nature and quality of the changing information environment. 

Broadly. the EDP unit ought to bc a service provider-~ that is. u provider of informa- 
tion processing services--to information users in the local government. The failure of 
top managers to control EDP and to insure that it serves the objoctivcs of managcmcnt 
itself and of users can have serious conscqucnccs. Incffectivc control helps insulate the 
EDP function from l-zing accountable to either management or user. If EDP is uncon- 
trolled, it is likely to become ;I ‘skill bureaucracy’ within the local government: a self- 
serving organizational unit that dominates its own domain through its relative monopoly 
of technical cspertise 1171. Like other skill bureaucracies. the EDP unit may be dri\:en 

by its own imperatives to maintain its autonomy and freedom from control. to expand 
its activities, and to dominate the user client rel~ltioi~ships. 

The service provider role of EDP can be accentuated by positive management inter- 
vention. Managers can take an active role in priority-setting. and might chair ;i policy 
board which governs EDP LISC. The EDP unit can he put on ;I specific multi-ycat 
dcvclopment plan that emphusiTcs short-term goals. Demand for EDP scrviccs can bc 
regulated by a sensitive mixed pricing rnecll~~tlisn~. Users can hc given more control 
over the EDP unit by placing analysts or ~~ro~l-~lrnrners directly in the user’s chain 
of command. Service contracts bctwccn EDP and users might bc established. b+ith pay- 
ment to EDP contingent on the fulfillment of spccificd levels of scrvicc. These actions 
can stimulate Y service provider perspective \vithin the EDP unit and might minim& 

its skill bureaucratic tendencies [ 171. 

S~J~~~j~~~ tl?c’ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

In recent years there has been considerable promotional discussion about the sharing 
of technology advancements among local governments. With respect to local povcrnmcnt 
EDP, this interest in ‘technology transfer’ has centered in the inter-eovernment~~l trunsfel 
of EDP applications. The rationale behind the transfer argument is that by sharing 
supplications with one another. local ~overnnlcl~ts can capitalirc on each other’s dcvclop- 
ments and avoid the unnecessary costs incurred in ‘reinventing the wheel’. Despite the 
intuitive appeal of this concept. ;I critical examination of transfer rcvcals some‘ serious 
problems. 

The extent of computer applications transfer among IJ.S. local govcrnmt‘nts is 
low [2 I]. Only 23”,, of the local governments have transferred any applications within 

the last 7 years, and only 93”,, plan to do so in the next 2 years (Table 9). Of the 
transfers that do occur. most involve simple. stand-alone applications that serve routine 
operational or middle managcmcnt tasks such as payroll printing or report preparation. 
The hope that sophisticated EUP application packages would be broadly disseminated 
by trunsfcr generally has not been realized. 
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Why hasn’t applications transfer flourished? The notion of technology transfer is 
attractive; but it does not address certain realities of local government EDP situ- 

ations 1211. There are two kinds of problems with transfer. The first problem is the 
assumption that transfer is an easy process and always saves money. In fact, transfers 
often face many difficulties which lead to costs that can exceed development savings. 
Since most automated applications are developed to meet the specific needs and charac- 
teristics of one local jurisdiction, they might not fit the needs of other governments: 
there might be serious differences in technical (hardware or software) compatibility; 
it might be hard to integrate the new applications into the EDP activities of the new 
site; the application might have been developed to fit a different set of government 
operating procedures; documentation might be insufficient. Moreover, local EDP staffs 
tend to be unenthusiastic about transferring-in and converting an application (tedious 
work) when they could develop the system themselves (EDP-as-craft). The second prob- 

lem with transfer is that of underestimating the long-range value of in-house develop- 
ment. despite its higher initial costs. In-house development can have two particular 
benefits: (1) the application is tailored to the particular needs and characteristics of 

the local government; and (2) staff competence for effective maintenance and improve- 
ment of the application is an incidental benefit of in-house design. 

Despite the current low level of transfer among local governments, most chief execu- 
tives prefer obtaining computer applications by transfer from another government (52%) 
or from a private vendor (14%) rather than developing computer applications in-house 
(34”;J [22]. This preference of the chief executives suggests top management support 
and pressure for future transfers. 

It is likely that future improvements in EDP technology and in personnel skills will 
make the transfer of software applications components simple, efficient, and cost-effec- 

tive. However, it might be that the most important current value of transfer is the 
possibility for greater sharing of approaches to EDP problems and sharing of concepts 
for automating tasks. This kind of sharing facilitates learning from the mistakes as 
well as successes of others. 

One of the most commonly cited concerns about the use of EDP in government 
is the problem of personal privacy and the security of sensitive data. This concern 
exists in many countries, and has resulted in the enactment of legislation designed to 
protect individuals from the misuse of personal information held in government records. 
In the U.S.. this topic has been the subject of several congressional inquiries, a presiden- 
tial commission, numerous task forces within government agencies, and a growing 
number of federal. state, and local legislative efforts aimed at the protection of individual 
privacy. In all these, computerized records of personal data are cited as being particularly 
hazardous to privacy 1231. 

Of the local governments surveyed, less than 20”/, of the chief executives reported 
that an individual or local group had complained about the collection or release of 
personal information. Most of the executives (73%) agreed that individuals should have 
the right to control a local government’s use of information about them [22]. Despite 
the attention devoted to this issue, most records of personal data currently held by 
local governments are neither sufficiently detailed nor integrated to pose a major threat 
to privacy. But only one in five local governments have passed ordinances relating 
to the privacy and security of local government records. It appears that the stimulus 
for widespread institution of privacy ordinances will be either a serious privacy incident 
or pressure from state or federal legislation. 

V. CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS 

This essay has attempted to provide a broad perspective on the experience of city 
and county governments in the United States with information technology. Given the 



extremely rapid rate of change in EDP LISL’ by American local govcrntncnts. a summari- 
/ation of the current state of dcvclopmcnt in the technology seems the most appropriate 
‘conclusion’. 

Virtually alI of the largu- city and count! b wvcrntncnts in the United States nov’ 
LISC computers. Within another decade, all but the wry smallest local governments lvill 
have adoptcd EDP technology. Despite widcsprcad LISC of EDP. thcrc is currently ;I 
substantial amount of variation botueen local governments in the extent to which thcit 
activities are computcri/cd. in the sophistication of harduarc and softwtrc cmploycd. 
and in the organiutional arrangements for controlling EDP. 

The data indicate that IocaI governments have developed EDP captbilitj on thcit 
oun, pritnarilq in applications serving basic operations. Hou ewr. ;I theme underlj,ing 
this examination of local govcrnmcnt EDP is that dcvcloptncnt of the technology hxs 
been rclativcly uncontrolled. If local governments arc lo mu\imi/e the bcncfits from 
the technolog?. it is clear that local policy-makers and managers will have to take 
;I more active role in guiding the LISC and expansion of information technolog>. Among 
other things. this will involve continuous monitoring and control of the EDP operation 
by major appointed and clcctcd otticials. 

Most current computct applications in local go\ crnnicn( iirc applied to roiitinc. 
operational tasks. I’ct it has ofton been ditlicult to specify cleat-l! the impxts of ~hcsc 
EDP LISCS on local govcrnmcnt activities. C’omputcrs seem to ha\c incrcuscd the speed 
and wsc of operations on man\ _ tasks. to ha\c reduced cost and or stafT on sonic 
basic clerica applications. and to have provided LtsefuI information to managers. But 
many of the cxpcctcd benefits from applyin, 0 information tcchnologl, to Ihc functions 
of local government arc cithcr unclear or unrealired. 

A rhetoric has dcvcloped that claitns computers can ‘solve’ ut-hati problems. It is 
true that local govcrnmcnts. tither through their own initiative or as impletncntors 
of federal and state policy. arc attempting to respond to tna.ior social problems manifest 
in their areas. Hut computers c wicr;iI1\ have not had ;I direct impact on soI\,ing such _ 
problems. Kathcr. their impact has been indirect. through enhancing the ability of local 

c wvcrnments to take cffcctivc action. For cxamplc. as urban govcrnmcnts I’ICU liscal 
crises. the contributions 01‘ the computer 10 bcttcr (inancial nianagctncnl (c.f. more 
timely information during the budget-making c~clc; more roliablc cash tlow data l’o~ 
invcstmcnt decisions) and to greater ctticiency and effectiveness (e.g. more frcqucnt I-cap 
praisaI.7 of property values: follow-tip s! stems L\.hich reduce billin g delinqucnq rates) 
arc certainly an assistance [24]. There arc similar instances in ncarlq wcry hphcrc ol 
local government whet-c FDP has been applied. 

A (CM. proyxtions C;II~ hc made about the USC of E<DP in C;.S. locaI govcrnmcnts 
over the nest decade. Thcrc \\;ill be continued extension and dcveloptncnt 01‘ automated 
applications in routine. internal operations of loc:tI govornmcnt. Computer ubcs which 
fucilitatc managcmcnt control and planning will also cxpanct substantially. Moreovcr. 
there N ill be ;I continuing stream of cxpcrimcnts in Lvhich indiCdual local governtncnts 
attempt to apply sophisticated aspects of computer lechnolog~, to ;I particular function. 
In addition to this rclativcly uncoordinated activity. institutional mechanisms will bc 
cstablishcd to facilitate the inter-~overntncntnI transfer of applications sol‘tu’arc. 

Given ii continuing fast pact of dcvolopnicnt of information technology. it is rcason- 
able to forcast that EDP wiII bc ;I significant transformct- of the local government 
operation. Such dcvcloptncnt includes both the fuller mastery of existing tochnolog) 
over titnc and also the introduction of ncwcr qxcts of the tcchnc>log!. including mini- 
computers. micro-coiiiputct-s. cable communications net\\orks. and data base tnanagc- 
mcnt systctns. At very least. the technology Ibill continue to hc ;I ni:tjor sottrcc of instabi- 
lity for man!’ cstablishcd modes of operation in the government. In those locnI gowrn- 
ments which arc most innovatiw and ambitious in their use 01‘ inlormation tcchttolog. 
one can predict ;I fascinating clash bet\veett the transformin, 0 capacities of the technology 
and the conscrvati7ing tcndoncies of local government orgnni/ation and pcrsonnei. More 
broadly. these technologies hnvc the potential to altar and intensify the locaI govcrn- 
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ment-citizen interface through innovative applications that provide direct service or 
information to citizens. Given the history of technological innovations. it is likely that 
local governments will gradually muddle through toward increasingly efficient and con- 
structive utilization of the developing information technologies. 

A~l,rlo~~lcdg~,tl~,lr.s~-The lindings and conclusions prcscntcd hcrc arc the opinions of the authors and other 
members of the Urban Information Systems Group (URBIS). particularly William H. Dutton. Rob Klmg. 
Joseph Matthews. 4lcx Mood. and Alana Northrop. We also acknowledge the helpful comments from Sheila 
Grattan and David Schcttcr of the PPRO professional staff. This rcscarch is supported by ;I grant 
(.4PR73-I 715X A01 6i AO2) from the Rcscarch Applied to National Needs Division of the National Science 
Foundation. 

An earlier vcrslon of this paper was presented as a working report to the Panel on Information Technology 
and Urban Management of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. 
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